The perfect solution for maximizing your
yield of leather cutting even if shade
variations have to be considered
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Make use of all the advantages of the
software module leather nestEXPERT for your leather cutting requirements
The leather nestEXPERT - visualnest...
◆ controlled by laser, working directly on the skin
◆ achieves maximum yield
◆ combines various interactive software modules
◆ guarantees maximum yield
◆ easy, user-friendly, ergonomically correct operation
◆ based on standard of the CE norm

You can also profit from the
leather nestEXPERT - visualnest for your
leather cutting
Optimize your results, precision
controlled by directly on the hide
This software is suitable for all companies,
who have to consider fluctuations of colours
and grains when optimizing the yield of
leather cutting.
With the leather nestEXPERT - visualnest
software you can work directly on the hide.
The laser highlights the movements of the
patterns and their position on the hide. This
gives you the combination of simple handling
and optimum results and enables instant
checking of the result.

Nest according to colour shades
The laser permits you to rotate the position
of the pattern according to the run of colours
and structures. This means optimum yield
coupled with immediate results for costing.

Combine the automatic and interactive optimization
As with the normal standard of all EXPERT
solutions, you can change from automatic to
interactive modes. Parts that have to be cut
considering special shade requirements are
optimized interactively. The balance of the
nesting is done automatically.

Needless to say that the use of the automatic
nesting software improves your throughput
considerably. We would like to stress that
functions like the defined positioning of the
patterns are as much part of the software as
the optimal placing of groups of patterns.

Maximize your cutting yield
In the shortest possible period of time you
have the opportunity to combine the
automatic and interactive software to achieve
maximum results. The software also allows
you to do the exercise of optimizing the yield
more than once and then select the result that
is most suitable for you.

Work can be carried out ergonomically correct and user-friendly
The operator can be seated in front of the
screen in close proximity to the hide.
All screens are supplied according to TCO
standard norms. The user interfaces are
selfexplanatory and easy to understand.
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